The Jump Point Search (JPS) algorithm is adopted for local path planning of the driverless car under urban environment, and it is a fast search method applied in path planning. Firstly, a vector Geographic Information System (GIS) map, including Global Positioning System (GPS) position, direction, and lane information, is built for global path planning. Secondly, the GIS map database is utilized in global path planning for the driverless car. Then, the JPS algorithm is adopted to avoid the front obstacle, and to find an optimal local path for the driverless car in the urban environment. Finally, 125 different simulation experiments in the urban environment demonstrate that JPS can search out the optimal and safety path successfully, and meanwhile, it has a lower time complexity compared with the Vector Field Histogram (VFH), the Rapidly Exploring Random Tree (RRT), A*, and the Probabilistic Roadmaps (PRM) algorithms. Furthermore, JPS is validated usefully in the structured urban environment.
Introduction
The driverless car is aimed at relieving a burden for drivers in an urban environment; meanwhile, it can regulate driving behavior, such as changing lanes frequently and arbitrarily. Now, the driverless car is being applied in public transportation and is being used on campus and in the express industry.
Nowadays, most of the driverless systems just play the role of a driver assistance system. Recent advances in mobile robotic research have contributed to the development of autonomous driving systems for intelligent robotic vehicles [1] . As a hotspot of autonomous navigation robot research during these years, most of the studies achieve autopilot by combining navigation systems, artificial intelligence, in-vehicle sensors, roadside ITS and traffic monitoring, vehicle-to-vehicle (V2V), and vehicle-to-infrastructure (V2I) communications [2] .
A feasible trajectory is based on quadratic programming (QP); it is proposed in [3] for path planning in three-dimensional space. Here an autonomous vehicle is requested to pursue a target for avoiding static or dynamic obstacles. Though the car can avoid static or dynamic obstacles, it'd better to drive in the center of lane a method [4] is proposed based on vision, long-distance lane perception and front vehicle location detection, but it is applied to a special environment (two-lane highways). Sensor technology trials are studied to minimize blind spots around their truck [5] , while on the other hand, keeping the driver's vigilance at a sufficiently high level. The sensor is also an essential
Framework
Path planning is a critical problem for driverless car driving. Also, global path planning aims to get an optimal path to a destination; meanwhile, some reference points are given to local path planning. Local path planning aims to generate a practicable path from a start point to a short-term destination, and to avoid obstacles on the road. The final path is smooth, as much as possible, and at the center of the lane.
In this paper, global path planning is based on the ArcGIS Engine. GPS data of the current position and the network analysis tool are utilized to search for an optimal route by a certain frequency. Furthermore, the path is extracted from the GIS database and the special route database. At last, the coordinate is transformed from a global to a local planning system, and local path planning could search for a feasible local optimal path. Figure 1 illustrates the path planning framework of the driverless car. By collecting environment information, the JPS (Jump Point Search)-based local path planning algorithm obtains a barrier position for avoiding obstacles. Lane tracking drives on the center of the lane. The decision center selects a reasonable driving behavior such as lane changing, overtaking, following, and so on. 
Map Building
When a car is running on the road, it is important to select an optimal and safe driving strategy for the tracking controller, which navigates from the current position to the next destination. In other words, the controller needs some accurate GPS data to route. So, the decision center needs a high accuracy GIS map, which contains detailed and accurate GPS information about roads and special points.
As shown in Figure 2 , a road with three lanes only has a lane's GPS data in an actual map, and the GIS system only knows the car's lengthways position, and does not know the lateral position (as shown in Figure 3 ). It increases the degree of difficulty of local planning. For instance, a driverless car is driving on a road of three lanes, but it uses a general map. Or the controller intends to turn left in a crossroad, but the car is always keep in the straight lane. Thus the traffic is congested, it is difficult to change a lane currently. Whereas a high accuracy map is important for global planning, it also could lighten the load on local planning.
The mapping rules mainly contain two parts: the road (edge) and the point (junction) in Figure  4 . All roads should be mapped by a straight line, and these roads are made up of a start point and an end point, and contain no break points. So, the roads' lengths are between [5 m, 50 m]).We need to build two GPS databases, comprising a GIS database and a special route database. The GIS database stores the general road GPS data (road network information), and the special route database stores the GPS data of the route in the intersection in Figure 5 . 
The mapping rules mainly contain two parts: the road (edge) and the point (junction) in Figure 4 . All roads should be mapped by a straight line, and these roads are made up of a start point and an end point, and contain no break points. So, the roads' lengths are between [5 m, 50 m]).We need to build two GPS databases, comprising a GIS database and a special route database. The GIS database stores the general road GPS data (road network information), and the special route database stores the GPS data of the route in the intersection in Figure 5 . 
Global Path Planning Based on Network Analysis Method
The global path is based on the ArcGIS Engine 10.2 [25] . We build a map layer to place the start point and the end point. Furthermore, we search a route through the road network by the Dijkstra algorithm, and build with the network analysis tool of the ArcGIS Engine-interface of INASolver.
After analysis through the tool, we get some context regarding the result. Thus the result should be the optimal path. And this result is based on length or time, which includes all feature edges and junctions. After global path planning, the feature edges and junctions information are processed. Figure 6 depicts some insertion points in the path. These points are mapped in some special locations, such as the crossroad or the construction site. Except for some reminding information, such as the traffic signal light, all points have a unique ID number, and the unique ID number helps the global plan to seek the GPS path of this location in the special road database. 
General Road Processing
When the road shows its edge feature, GPS data of the start point and the end point are gained. But, more closely, GPS points are needed for an accurate navigation. So, some insertion points between the start point and the end point are added in this edge. Due to the fact that all the edge features are mapping to the straight line, all the insertion points are on this edge. Then, we get a series of detailed GPS points for the description this path.
Special Road Processing
When the road feature is a junction in Figure 7a , and it is turning down the right path in the crossroad, so two special junction feature points are gained. If the unique number of the right point is a in Figure 7b , and the unique number of the left point is b in Figure 7a , we can get a unique index c by processing a and b in Figure 7b ; then, we can search the special route database through the unique index c, so a path with some detailed GPS points is planned in Figure 7 . Then, this curve path is tracked by controller according to these detailed GPS points. The radius and curvature of each of the corner points are different, so it is brief and effective to utilize the GPS points to replace the fitting curve. 
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Special Road Processing
When the road feature is a junction in Figure 7 (a), and it is turning down the right path in the crossroad, so two special junction feature points are gained. If the unique number of the right point is a in Figure 7(b) , and the unique number of the left point is b in Figure 7 (a), we can get a unique index c by processing a and b in Figure 7(b) ; then, we can search the special route database through the unique index c, so a path with some detailed GPS points is planned in Figure 7 . Then, this curve path is tracked by controller according to these detailed GPS points. The radius and curvature of each of the corner points are different, so it is brief and effective to utilize the GPS points to replace the fitting curve. 
The Procedure of Coordinate System Conversion
Due to the fact that the coordinate of local path planning is different from global path planning, the WGS-84 coordinate system is transferred to the local path plan coordinate, and the converting sequence is shown in Figure 8 .
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Local Fixed Tangent Plane Local Path Plan Coordinate The GIS system is built based on the WGS-84 coordinate system [26] , so the GPS coordinate data includes latitude, longitude, and elevation. The local, fixed-tangent plane is a coordinate system whose starting point is set as the origin; its x axis is the same as the orient, its y axis is the same as the north, and its z axis is the same as the vertical direction. We switch the WGS-84 coordinate system to the local fixed tangent plane through several conversions using Equation (1). Here,
represents the GPS coordinate data from the GIS system, and it converts them to ) , , (
b c a Figure 7 . Two special points and GPS points with the unique index in the crossroad.
The Procedure of Coordinate System Conversion
Due to the fact that the coordinate of local path planning is different from global path planning, the WGS-84 coordinate system is transferred to the local path plan coordinate, and the converting sequence is shown in Figure 8 . 
General Road Processing
Special Road Processing
The Procedure of Coordinate System Conversion
WGS-84
represents the GPS coordinate data from the GIS system, and it converts them to ) , , ( The GIS system is built based on the WGS-84 coordinate system [26] , so the GPS coordinate data includes latitude, longitude, and elevation. The local, fixed-tangent plane is a coordinate system whose starting point is set as the origin; its x axis is the same as the orient, its y axis is the same as the north, and its z axis is the same as the vertical direction. We switch the WGS-84 coordinate system to the local fixed tangent plane through several conversions using Equation (1) . Here, (B P , L P , H P ) represents the GPS coordinate data from the GIS system, and it converts them to (X P , Y P , Z P ) by Equations (1)- (2) .
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By the same way, the coordinate of Q point (x QP , y QP , z QP ) is worked out by Equation (4), and P point is the origin point of the coordinate.
x = x * cos yaw − y * sin yaw y = y * cos yaw + x * sin yaw
In the end, the point is converted to the local path coordinate by Equation (5), yaw is the car's heading angle, and they provide (x , y ) for local path planning.
Local Path Planning Based on JPS

Jump Point Search (JPS)
JPS can quickly scan nodes from the underlying grid map to identify jump points with two simple neighbor-pruning rules. JPS is an online symmetry-breaking algorithm, which speeds up the searching path on uniform-cost grid maps by "jumping over". Jump Point Search (JPS) is an optimization to the A* search algorithm for uniform-cost grids. It reduces symmetries in the search procedure by means of graph pruning and by eliminating certain nodes in the grid based on assumptions that can be made about the current node's neighbors, as long as certain conditions relating to the grid are satisfied. As a result, the algorithm can consider long "jumps" along straight (horizontal, vertical, and diagonal) lines in the grid, rather than the small steps from one grid position to the next that ordinary A* considers. Jump Point Search preserves A*'s optimality, while potentially reducing its running time by an order of magnitude.
Node x is currently being expanded in Figure 9 . In both cases, we can immediately prune all grey neighbors, which can reach optimally from the parent of x without ever going through node x. The arrow indicates the direction of travel from its parent, either straight or diagonal. Node x is expanded currently. The arrow indicates the direction of travel from its parent, either straight or diagonal. Note that when x is adjacent to an obstacle, the highlighted neighbors cannot be pruned in Figure 9 ; any alternative optimal path, from the parent of x to each of these nodes, is blocked. When you check for a node on the right of the current node of black arrow in Figure 9a ,b, you should only add the node immediately to the right of the current node. For diagonal movement, we basically use the same rules as for horizontal movement, only when we move diagonal, we also check the nodes horizontally and vertically, so we are able to find a corner situation where a forced neighbor is added to the open list, or if we find our destination node in the red circle in Figure 9c,d .
Node x is currently expanded. p(x) is its parent in Figure 10a . We recursively apply the straight pruning rule, and identify y as a jump point successor of x. Meanwhile, it has a neighbor z that cannot be reached optimally except by a path visiting x. The intermediate nodes are never explicitly generated. We recursively apply the diagonal pruning rule, and identify y as a jump point successor of x. Before each diagonal step, we cruise straight (dashed lines) first. Only if both straight recursions fail to identify a jump point do we step diagonally again. Node w is a forced neighbor of x, and it is generated as normal in Figure 10b . Node x is currently expanded. p(x) is its parent in Figure 10 (a). We recursively apply the straight pruning rule, and identify y as a jump point successor of x. Meanwhile, it has a neighbor z that cannot be reached optimally except by a path visiting x. The intermediate nodes are never explicitly generated. We recursively apply the diagonal pruning rule, and identify y as a jump point successor of x. Before each diagonal step, we cruise straight (dashed lines) first. Only if both straight recursions fail to identify a jump point do we step diagonally again. Node w is a forced neighbor of x, and it is generated as normal in Figure 10 
Collision Car Detection
Generally, a land vehicle travels along the center of a current lane in the structured urban environment, and it prefers to go straight along the current lane. The collision car detection algorithm is divided into two parts: one is detection from the vehicle position to the control point in Figure 11 , the other is detection from the control point to the adjusted return point. Here, the return point is determined by global planning. After detection, the corresponding avoiding obstacle points are planned for avoiding the collision car. Then, avoidance points are always in the center line of the left lane. Generally, the left lane is the overtaking lane in the structured urban environment.
A new trajectory is generated by Bezier curves; the current position of the vehicle, the control points, the avoidance points, and the return points are selected from the existing path. If the left lane turns to impassability, it means no avoidance point can be detected. Thus, a new trajectory is planned from the control point to a safe position in front of the collision car. Node x is currently expanded. p(x) is its parent in Figure 10 (a). We recursively apply the straight pruning rule, and identify y as a jump point successor of x. Meanwhile, it has a neighbor z that cannot be reached optimally except by a path visiting x. The intermediate nodes are never explicitly generated. We recursively apply the diagonal pruning rule, and identify y as a jump point successor of x. Before each diagonal step, we cruise straight (dashed lines) first. Only if both straight recursions fail to identify a jump point do we step diagonally again. Node w is a forced neighbor of x, and it is generated as normal in Figure 10 
A new trajectory is generated by Bezier curves; the current position of the vehicle, the control points, the avoidance points, and the return points are selected from the existing path. If the left lane turns to impassability, it means no avoidance point can be detected. Thus, a new trajectory is planned from the control point to a safe position in front of the collision car. 
Path Generation Using JPS in Structured Urban Environment
In general, cars are preferred to drive along the lane in the structured urban environment. The JPS algorithm is designed to search an optimal path from the control points to the return point, to avoid the collision in the urban environment. The JPS algorithm builds a search boundary of a green rectangle in Figure 12 , and it searches Pathk from the control point to the front avoidance point according to the direction of the driving. Note that the avoidance point is closest to the flatted obstacles in the center line of the left lane; Pathk+1 is obtained by connecting the avoidance points, and Pathk+2 is searched from rear avoidance points to return points. 
In general, cars are preferred to drive along the lane in the structured urban environment. The JPS algorithm is designed to search an optimal path from the control points to the return point, to avoid the Future Internet 2017, 9, 51 8 of 13 collision in the urban environment. The JPS algorithm builds a search boundary of a green rectangle in Figure 12 , and it searches Path k from the control point to the front avoidance point according to the direction of the driving. Note that the avoidance point is closest to the flatted obstacles in the center line of the left lane; Path k+1 is obtained by connecting the avoidance points, and Path k+2 is searched from rear avoidance points to return points.
The path is generated from the current position to the goal point, its performances are shown in Figure 12 . A vehicle is searched by JPS for a new path to avoid collision area. According to collision avoiding rule, it is indicated by a red "x" in Figure 12 . The new path is determined by expanded points (open-list/close-list points); it attempts to overtake or change lane in the structured urban environment.
Collision Car
Impenetrable Lane Line Figure 11 . Detection of collision car and avoidance points.
Path Generation Using JPS in Structured Urban Environment
In general, cars are preferred to drive along the lane in the structured urban environment. The JPS algorithm is designed to search an optimal path from the control points to the return point, to avoid the collision in the urban environment. The JPS algorithm builds a search boundary of a green rectangle in Figure 12 , and it searches Pathk from the control point to the front avoidance point according to the direction of the driving. Note that the avoidance point is closest to the flatted obstacles in the center line of the left lane; Pathk+1 is obtained by connecting the avoidance points, and Pathk+2 is searched from rear avoidance points to return points.
The path is generated from the current position to the goal point, its performances are shown in Figure 12 . A vehicle is searched by JPS for a new path to avoid collision area. According to collision avoiding rule, it is indicated by a red "x" in Figure 12 . The new path is determined by expanded points (open-list/close-list points); it attempts to overtake or change lane in the structured urban environment. 
Trajectory Generation by Bezier Curves
A suitable spline for reducing the discrete data to a smooth path is a Bezier Curve. If those expanded points are detected successfully, they are considered as Bezier curve control points. The Bezier curve is shown in Equation (6):
where i P represents control points of the Bezier curves, u represents the parameters, and , ( ) i n B u are known as Bernstein basis polynomials and satisfy Equation (7) and (8): 
where P i represents control points of the Bezier curves, u represents the parameters, and B i,n (u) are known as Bernstein basis polynomials and satisfy Equations (7) and (8):
The ith path is expressed by Equation (9); it is used for generating a new path. X i,Control and Y i,Control represent control points from the JPS algorithm, and B i,Bernstein represents Bernstein coefficients, while L i and V i represent a length of path and a limit speed of the corresponding path. Therefore, local path planning based on JPS is descripted as in Table 1 . Step1: Drive behavior decisions, meanwhile, detection of collision car includes two parts, one is detection from vehicle position to control point, the other is detection from control point to adjusted return point;
Step2: Structure of searching boundary and avoidance points in the structured urban environment;
Step3: Path generation with JPS in Section 4.3;
Step4: Trajectory smoothing with Bezier curves in Section 5.4.
Simulation Experiments Analysis
In Figure 13 , an optimal route (green line) from the start point to the end point is obtained by the network analysis tool. Except for the general road, there are some special points in Figure 14 .
The ith path is expressed by Equation (9); it is used for generating a new path. V represent a length of path and a limit speed of the corresponding path.
Therefore, local path planning based on JPS is descripted as in Table 1 . Step1: Drive behavior decisions, meanwhile, detection of collision car includes two parts, one is detection from vehicle position to control point, the other is detection from control point to adjusted return point; Step2: Structure of searching boundary and avoidance points in the structured urban environment; Step3: Path generation with JPS in Section 4.3;
In Figure 13 , an optimal route (green line) from the start point to the end point is obtained by the network analysis tool. Except for the general road, there are some special points in Figure 14 . The ith path is expressed by Equation (9); it is used for generating a new path. V represent a length of path and a limit speed of the corresponding path.
In Figure 13 , an optimal route (green line) from the start point to the end point is obtained by the network analysis tool. Except for the general road, there are some special points in Figure 14 . By reading SP1 and SP2 data, the unique index is worked out, and the special route database is searched to get a special route named the Curve Path. When the car arrives at SP1, the Curve Path (red line) take the place of the green line as its current path. Also, when it arrives at SP2, it continues to use the green line as its path until it drives to the destination in Figure 14 .
We implement the local path planning algorithm with regard to obstacles to avoid the driverless car feasible path in the structured urban environment. Firstly, static/dynamic obstacles perception and lane line detection are significant for drive behavior decisions for local path planning. In addition, the driverless car completes overtaking, unexpected obstacles avoidance, and parking. The simulation experiments results using local path planning based on JPS are as shown in Figure 15 . Figure 15a shows the experiment scene under the structured urban environment with static obstacles along the road by laser rangefinder. The black solid lines in Figure 15 represent lane lines, and the car is hard to cross, while black dash lines represents the passable lane line. The car could achieve lane changing and overtaking in Figure 15b . Figure 15c -e describes behaviors of lane changing and overtaking in the case of collision car (purple triangle) detection at the same lane. The driverless car generates a feasible trajectory to follow the local path planning as a red solid line in Figure 15 . If it cannot satisfy lane changing and overtaking conditions, then the driverless car performances are shown in Figure 15f . Thus, it is verified that the proposed path planning method is effective.
By reading SP1 and SP2 data, the unique index is worked out, and the special route database is searched to get a special route named the Curve Path. When the car arrives at SP1, the Curve Path (red line) take the place of the green line as its current path. Also, when it arrives at SP2, it continues to use the green line as its path until it drives to the destination in Figure 14 .
We implement the local path planning algorithm with regard to obstacles to avoid the driverless car feasible path in the structured urban environment. Firstly, static/dynamic obstacles perception and lane line detection are significant for drive behavior decisions for local path planning. In addition, the driverless car completes overtaking, unexpected obstacles avoidance, and parking. The simulation experiments results using local path planning based on JPS are as shown in Figure 15 . In this paper, we compare five kinds of search algorithms, including A*, JPS, PRM, VFH, and RRT. Meanwhile, experiment condition is the same as in Figure 15b . Results are shown in Table 2 , In this paper, we compare five kinds of search algorithms, including A*, JPS, PRM, VFH, and RRT. Meanwhile, experiment condition is the same as in Figure 15b . Results are shown in Table 2 , and the comparison results in scene 1 are shown in Figure 16 . Five different scenes of each algorithm are tested for time complexity; each scene is run five times for each algorithm in matlab to obtain an average. Therefore, the elapsed time of PRM is the longest, and the elapsed time of JPS is the shortest, which verifies that the JPS algorithm has the best performance of time cost among these popular algorithms. Meanwhile, the planning paths of A*, JPS, PRM, VFH, and RRT are different due to the different algorithm searching ability, which is another expression of time complexity. and the comparison results in scene 1 are shown in Figure 16 . Five different scenes of each algorithm are tested for time complexity; each scene is run five times for each algorithm in matlab to obtain an average. Therefore, the elapsed time of PRM is the longest, and the elapsed time of JPS is the shortest, which verifies that the JPS algorithm has the best performance of time cost among these popular algorithms. Meanwhile, the planning paths of A*, JPS, PRM, VFH, and RRT are different due to the different algorithm searching ability, which is another expression of time complexity. 
Conclusions
This study presents real-time path planning based on JPS in a structured urban environment at 30 kph. At beginning, a vector GIS map is built, which contains a GPS position, a direction and lane information. Next, a global path is planned according to the GIS map database for a driverless car. Then, the JPS algorithm is adopted for driverless cars and for local path planning. Finally, 125 simulation experiment results show that the JPS algorithm is an efficient method for real-time local path planning, and it can find the optimal path rapidly in the structured urban environment. 
This study presents real-time path planning based on JPS in a structured urban environment at 30 kph. At beginning, a vector GIS map is built, which contains a GPS position, a direction and lane information. Next, a global path is planned according to the GIS map database for a driverless car. Then, the JPS algorithm is adopted for driverless cars and for local path planning. Finally, 125 simulation experiment results show that the JPS algorithm is an efficient method for real-time local path planning, and it can find the optimal path rapidly in the structured urban environment.
